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COMPUTING

Hi, I’m Timoni West, the Director of XR Research in Unity Labs. My team, the Authoring Tools Group, has two goals: one, figure out what we need to build today to help 
our community build great XR, both conventional and spatial tools, and two, think about what the future of computers will be and what Unity needs to do to support that 
future. 



AGENDA  I T EMS

• What’s spatial computing 
• Why 
• Computers are great 
• Human-ing computers 
• How computers perceive the world  
• How humans communicate with computers 
• Useful event types for spatial computing

Here’s the sections we’ll be going over today.



IN  OTHER WORDS,  
WHAT WE 'LL  NEED 
TO THINK ABOUT,  

AND WORK WITH,  IN  
ORDER TO GET  TO 

THE FUTURE .

In summary, here’s the topics.



I HAVE NO IDEA  
WHAT IT MEANS 
WHEN YOU SAY  

‘SPATIAL COMPUTING’

But first things first, let's talk about the future. What do I mean when I say spatial computing?



SPAT IAL  COMPUT ING?

• Natural computing 
• Ambient computing 
• Anthropocentric computing 
• Holograms 
• Augmented or mixed reality

I don't particularly care about the words: call it natural computing, ambient computing, anthropocentric computing, holographs, augmented or mixed reality, what have 
you.



SPATIAL COMPUTING
OR WHATEVER YOU WANT TO CALL  I T.  

AS  LONG AS WE ’RE  ON THE SAME PAGE 
ABOUT THE GOAL .

I think most of the time people have the same, or similar vision going on in their heads when they think about what the ideal is.


Right now our best concepts of what this looks like usually come from movies, tv shows or video games. Sometimes it makes sense and is good…



Like this subtle gesture from Black Mirror, that’s nice…



….But frankly most of them are bad, and designed for movie shots. I love Black Panther, but no phone call should require two people have to hold their wrists at awkward 
angles to answer, no matter how awesomely holographic it is.



Really dystopian…this is a from the famous Keiichi Matsuda video, Hyper-Reality. It’s worth noting here that the dystopian element in this video isn’t really the augmented 
reality part—although that is overwhelming. But the dystopian element is that computers are not only uncomfortable and poorly designed, but the social and real capital 
for your entire life. 


Although this is a good cautionary tale it has little to do with augmented reality itself. If you ask the average person what they’d want to do with a mixed reality computer, 
most just want basic, cool things—we all want to play Minecraft in our house. And that’s actually what’s being built. 



We are in fact making it possible to play Minecraft in mixed reality. Excellent! That’s a start.


Here’s the thing, though. I looked for a while, and I couldn’t find a really good example of spatial computing anywhere: not in movies, not in books, not concept videos. 
So in lieu of time to make a concept video, I decided to walk you through an average morning for me in my ideal world in which we have really nailed what I'll call "spatial 
computing". 



A GREAT 
SPATIAL 

COMPUTING 
MORNING

So, don’t get too hung up on the hardware or tech stack here—for most of this there are multiple solutions, all in various states of ‘emerging tech’ today. This is just a 
thought exercise to get us all on the same page. 


This literally involves me drawing on a bunch of pictures of my house and narrating for you of what my ideal morning looks get the hardware right, if we get the software 
right, and most importantly, if we get the underlying systems right.



Okay. Every morning I wake up and see this around 6:30am, when my alarm goes off. 



The lights are on because it’s early and it’s not bright out yet so this helps me acclimate naturally. (This is real, by the way—I actually have this set up with Hue Lights.) 
Except it’s 6:30 and the time change was this week so I’m going back to sleep. So I tell my alarm to shut up, or fifteen more minutes, it gives me a quick little 
confirmation beep and that’s that. 


No visuals, but some amount of automation and voice input. Nothing too exotic in 2019.



7am: okay now I am waking up for real. Usually the first thing I want to remind myself is what time I need to go to the office...



So I have this come up automatically first thing. I know some folks want to start their day with meditaiton or coffee, without checking their device or thinking about work, 
but my schedule is too varied for that. So I set up this little customized data container that just tells me a few key things I want to know: how much time before I have to 
be to work, what the first couple meetings are, and a reminder to myself to STRETCH, which is what I will do now. 


How am I seeing this? Depends on where we are in the future. Could be a permanent glass monitor, could be that I put on AR glasses right away, could be projector on a 
surface, could be brain implant. 



BTW, notice the lights are off now. This actually happens today in my house because I have Hue lights set up. The future is partially here!



Okay so next, I roll out my yoga mat, which is the cue for the camera which watching me, or the motion sensor I am wearing, to start playing this meditation that I’ve 
picked out. I’ve got this tiny little UI pinned next to the yoga mat on the ground in case I want to pick something else or change the volume. Very minimal.



Conversely, if I look down I can see a Sonos speaker on the bar, so if I look at it and say “volume up” it knows to turn the volume up…



…and it gives me a visual confirmation of where the volume is now and where it was before. Then it goes away. 



I also want coffee, and I set it up the night before to be ready to go in the morning. So if I look down at my coffee maker here…



I see a little UI that tells me how long till the coffee is ready. Importantly, it waited when it knew I was snoozing, so it needs to be tied to the alarm system.


If I want to pause the coffee maker, I can just say ‘pause’ and the computer that is my house will know what I’m talking about via a combination of head pose and gaze, 
or eye tracking, or whatever new tech we have available.


Let’s talk about the data layer and how it’s being surfaced here for a minute. I don’t need to know anything about the coffee maker here, other than how much time is left 
till it’s done. I can tell it’s already on because I can hear and smell it. The machine doesn’t need to tell me when it started because I don’t really care. If it told me that 
information only, I’d just have to do the math in my head to calculate what I want to know, which is: when can I drink it?


For truly useful computing we need to be extremely thoughtful about two things: good defaults, and letting users customize their computer in new ways. Here’s what we 
do not want:



345º

LEARN ABOUT YOUR COFFEE

SETTINGS •  BUY •  LEARN MORE •  DOWNLOAD

45% CHARGED

6:45AM START 

LA COLOMBE COLOMBIA SAN ROQUE 

45%
FULLNESS LEVEL

I completely blame movies for this: I don’t want to see any interfaces like this around my coffee maker. Don’t do it. Don’t include little charts, don’t make me read words 
or link to buy things, and don’t include one of those little radar graphics even if they are in every scifi movie interface since 1962.


Full disclosure: I did make this design. But don’t you do it! 


When you making coffee there is one thing you need to know: when can I drink it. 


Data presentation is a meaty topic and worth discussing in depth—but perhaps that’s another topic for another day. Let’s get back to my morning. 



After stretching, as the coffee is brewing, I go take a shower. The water is already running, because it takes a few minutes to warm up so it starts a few minutes before 
the meditation ends.


There’s another Sonos in here I can control remotely the same way, with voice + gaze + transient UI.



In the shower, I want some kind of interface for a few reasons. Maybe I want to look up something (like check my calendar again, or an email). I also often just think about 
things in the shower, so maybe I want to note them down for later. Or maybe I just want to put on some music. Doesn’t matter, point is there’s a touch responsive, voice 
responsive display in the shower that lets me do whatever. 


I want to make it clear I am not suggesting a digital interface for the shower itself. Sure, maybe this interface tells me the actual temperature, and maybe I can control the 
shower from here as well, but I should always be able to turn on and take a shower without a computer interface. I do not want to have to wait for firmware updates to 
take a shower, and you don’t either.


The basic mechanical functions of non-computing devices should always be available without a computer interface. Straight up. 



So after the shower I go get coffee, then I go over to this little desk and put on my makeup and do my hair. In my ideal future, the curling iron and straightener are already 
on. If I have some reminders or something they might be there too, hovering above.



Desk normally looks like this and every day I sit there checking slack, emails, doing general work stuff. But what I would prefer is this….



Let’s walk through what we’re looking at here. On the right hand side is the same little music control interface that I had pinned to my yoga mat. It can be in both places 
at the same time, and is a customizable remote subset of a larger music app.


In the middle is a generic OS container inside which I can check my email and slack or browser or whatever. 


On the left hand side is my favorite thing, a new app that doesn’t exist today. It’s a combination of clipboard, to-do list, and pastebin 


Above I have some image pinned for reference, or maybe I’m watching a video or something. 


All of these are moveable; I set them up like this. All can be controlled via voice or touch. If you’ve been to Dynamicland? I highly recommend you go. Dynamicland is a 
huge experimental building slash computer interface that’s giant tracked rooms filled with paper you can write anything on to run programs all around you and change 
them however you want. 


 I’m imagining a very similar UX with cameras surrounding me and projectors above, or of course glasses if we’ve got them. 


Now if you’ve ever seen one of my talks you know I love physical inputs. I don’t have them here because this isn’t heavy duty work, this is basically some light swiping 
and dictation. 

I’d probably lean more heavily on audio confirm noises here in lieu of button presses, especially at first. 



Okay after that I go get dressed, and this is usually when I want to know what the weather is like, so I say “Hey Siri” or “Hey Alexa” and they know that I’m by my closet 
in the morning and haven’t asked about the weather yet, so they say, “Weather is 55º” because the weather is always 55º in San Francisco. It’s just a matter of whether 
it’s a cold 55 or warm 55.  No visuals needed because I don’t need them. Voice is fine. 



Then I turn to go down the stairs and Alexa or Siri says “Hey, you forgot your watch” because I always forget it on the nightstand. And I say ‘thank you’ and grab it. 



As I go downstairs I see my router which is on top of this big cabinet thing. If I don’t really look at it, I don’t see anything



But if I do happen to glance at it, it gets a bit of a hue so I know I can interact with it to learn some more information



And then it pops up something useful if there is anything useful, like current speed, how much my bill is, what have you.


Okay, I think you get the idea. 



A GREAT 
SPATIAL 

COMPUTING 
MORNING

Hopefully now you have a sense of what I mean when I say spatial computing: untethered from any specific piece of hardware, reactive, listening to you. You probably 
noticed that a lot of this didn't feel like the Matsuda video, like you’re a prisoner in an augmented world. It felt much more like really good internet of things. 


That’s the right idea. Spatial computing is about computers…in space. Some paradigms transfer gracefully. The written word is inherently 2D; we’ll always want screens 
or canvases for that. But other stuff can be hidden or accessed via different ways, different devices, and different modalities. 



In this way we need to stop thinking about users working with standalone apps, and instead start thinking about applications as a series of views, and with different types 
of modalities, across various devices. 


What does an app look like on a smart speaker versus an augmented reality headset? How can it ‘feel’ the same, have similar affordances, have a similar vocabulary? 
What should you be able to do with it on a specific devices that you shouldn’t do with it on another?



In this way, we’ll start to think of apps not as cohesive executables, but as building blocks of data views and, again, even inputs and outputs; when do we have physical, 
when do we have visual, when do we have audio, and when do we perhaps have other modalities?


Apps will also have to gracefully work together, especially in XR. I’ll touch on this in the end. 



TODAY ’ S  AGENDA

• What’s spatial computing 
• Why??? 
• Computers are great 
• Human-ing computers 
• How computers perceive the world  
• How humans communicate with computers 
• Useful event types for spatial computing

So that’s what’s spatial computing. But let’s go long view for a moment. 


Why do I care? Why should we do this?



WHAT’S THE 
POINT?



TODAY

THE FUTURE

GALACT IC  C IT IZENS

-  D IDN ’T  D IE  
-  D IDN ’T  DESTROY EARTH 

-  D ID  MAKE FR IENDS 
-  D ID  F IGURE OUT MUCH ABOUT THE UNIVERSE

So often when people talk about improving computers, it’s with some vague aim of making computers 


I want us to become galactic citizens. I want us to take our place amongst other species and become universal travelers.


How do we figure this out?  



F IGUR ING  I T  OUT

• Knowledge transference is key 
• Better it is, faster we go 
• Spoken word 
• Written word 
• Printed word + widespread literacy

How do we do that? Well, as we know from the explosion of technology and human life improvements, and sometimes major fuckups over the last five hundred years, 
knowledge transference is key. 


The better it is, the more shared language and literacy we have, the faster we go. We started with the spoken word, moved on to written, then printed, then more people 
could read…and we got the Renaissance, Enlightenment, Industrial Era…and now today, the technology era, and of course on a wider scale, the anthropocene era



COMPUTERS  ARE  GREAT  FOR  TH I S

• Electromagnetic radiation beamed into 
our eyeballs 

• Ambient sound indicators 
• Ultra-efficient physical inputs

We have the ability to beam pure energy into our eyeballs in any form we choose


Ambient sound indicators—this is not just digital devices. This includes things like recognizing a car noise or ambulance. If you think about it, a thousand or ten thousand 
years ago you had natural noises, and maybe a few things like church bells or war horns. Now humans are literate in the meaning behind many more noises. Better 
knowledge transference, again. 


Ultra-efficient physical inputs. Obviously, pens are cheap and ubiquitous, as of the last century. But fun fact. The keyboard has been invented over a hundred times since 
the 16th century. Check out the wikipedia article sometime. Now keyboards are the defacto way much of humanity communicates, either through physical or digital 
versions. 


And of course, voice recognition is getting better, in part because digital keyboards suuuuuuuuck, but in part because talking is an extremely efficient way of 
communicating that is extraordinarily low energy, even lower than tiny hand movements.  


So point is we have this amazing setup here to be sharing massive amounts of knowledge, which we do!



Again, the point here is galactic citizenship, people. Stay with me on this.


Okay so we have a lot of knowledge sharing going on today but I think we can all agree we’re not in a fantastic place to get to the stars, much less live in the world we 
want in maybe fifty years. In theory, these problems should be avoidable, and fixable. Why hasn’t computer lead to instant better? Lots of reasons but here’s a few…



WHAT ’ S  THE  HOLDUP?

• Not everyone is computer literate 
• Bad actors 
• We did them all wrong, honestly, because 

we thought they were computers, and 
instead they turned out to be brain 
knowledge dump machines (BKDM)

Not everyone is computer literate, and even if they use it every day, they might not use it to the maximum of their intelligence, ability, and imagination. 


You know, BKDM, a commonly known acronym and not something that I absolutely just made up on Friday


But, in fairness, because humans are adaptable, we’re doing a lot of cool things: we are dreaming of how we want the world to be when you have this kind of computing 
power and can do more with it. I also want to point out why I love the digital realm, as it were. 



TODAY ’ S  AGENDA

• What’s spatial computing 
• Why??? (Galactic citizenship) 
• Computers are great 
• Human-ing computers 
• How computers perceive the world  
• How humans communicate with computers 
• Useful event types for spatial computing



COMPUTERS ARE 
THE BEST TOOL 

FOR EXPRESSING 
IDEAS

Duh. I know you know this. Let me try again.



COMPUTERS ARE THE  
BEST TOOL WE HAVE TO 

 THINK A THING, AND THEN 
QUICKLY BRING THAT THING 

INTO THE WORLD  
IN A WAY THAT OTHER 

HUMANS UNDERSTAND IT. 

Also duh, but I am not talking words here, obviously.


if we can share brain spaces fast and accurately, we can do a bunch of stuff fast and accurately.



And the closer we tie human perception and computer perception, the easier it is to express what we know to other humans through this human-friendly conduit.  


But this isn’t just internet level stuff. This is the stuff of dreams, of visceral imaginings. This is the kind of stuff that means when you fly in dreams and you fly in VR, both 
feel good and natural somehow. This base level, animal brain, impossible to express shared understanding. 


Back in 1939, James Joyce published Finnegan’s Wake, which was a book he specifically wrote to try to express communication in this low-level limbic part of the brain, 
the somewhat conscious mind. He called the prose style ‘the language of the night’. It looked like this.



Oftwhile balbulous, mithre ahead, with 
goodly trowel in grasp and ivoroiled 
overalls which he habitacularly 
fondseed, like Haroun Childeric 
Eggeberth he would caligulate by 
multiplicables the alltitude and 
malltitude until he seesaw by neatlight 

Um, it’s not legible. It’s this weird pigeon stuff. His patron, his friend Ezra Pound, HG Wells, all knocked him for this.


But I’ll give him credit because he was trying to take what he knew of language as a shared base experience into something even more low-level in the brain, more 
animal, bypassing higher-level thought, which is exactly what user experience designers, architects, industrial designers and game designers do as well.


But the written language is too high level, too abstract to go baseline on. However, you can do it with visuals and sound much more easily. 



Dumbo came out in 1940, after Fantasia, and had stuff like this. Now this is some weird ass dream shit that you just look at, and now you’re, like, cool, you said “a 
marching elephant thing made of elephant heads. Yeah when you said that, I didn’t get what you meant but, now I get it.” I don’t like it, but it exists. 


Animation, even more than still, static pictures, is fantastically valuable as it takes human expression into the temporal realm. Not only could we explain things through 
words, illustrations, but we can also explain them in motion over time. 


And why is this cool? Because it increases shared literacy, faster knowledge transference. What is in my head is in your head. And now today we can have…



…a superhero movie where the world just subdivides into math and most of human are either like ‘that looks cool’ or ‘huh interesting math idea here’. Imagine Joyce 
trying to describe this. I think he was trying. He did his best. It wasn’t the right medium.


Okay—my point is that computers are great at being little machines that beam energy at you until you get other people’s ideas. In the end, it’s humans talking to humans, 
no matter what the medium.



The more better faster we can talk to each other and get the point across, 

the more humans who can expertly use computers because they are well-designed, familiar and accessible, [click]

the sooner we become galactic citizens.  Are we all on board here? 


Let’s talk about this well-designed, familiar and accessible bit here



TODAY ’ S  AGENDA

• What’s spatial computing 
• Why??? (Galactic citizenship) 
• Computers are great 
• Human-ing computers 
• How computers perceive the world  
• How humans communicate with computers 
• Useful event types for spatial computing



HALF - L I F E  OF  INT IMACY

• Computers are more common & close 
• Started off in other buildings 
• Moved to your desk 
• Then your pocket 
• They are not necessarily better 
• They don’t know about themselves or you

I recently learned about a concept called the ‘half life of intimacy’ which I liked a lot. I’ve got a house full of computers, as you saw, and they are all around me and what I 
want them to do is clearly not what they do, or I wouldn’t have to scribble drawings on photos. So—there’s a few problems here.


We have a gap today where computers are more intimate with us than ever. They live in our pockets. I interact with computers more than I interact with any human, but 
the operating systems and applications I use are too general purpose, too generic, for me to use as intimately as I could to really be able to transmit my thoughts to them 
quickly, precisely, and effectively. 



HALF - L I F E  OF  INT IMACY

• Because computers are designed to be 
generic, they are not calibrated 

• Professional software requires a shared mental 
model 

• That requires learning the model 
• That takes a long time 
• Time is a luxury not all humans have

Now I know I’m talking to a room full of developers who get and love and use computers and professional software all the time. But I also know you’re constantly making 
pipeline tools, extensions, custom builds, because what you have is not quite good enough, doesn’t fit the person, doesn’t fit the use case, doesn’t fit the game or movie 
or app you’re trying to make. 


Imagine how much more uncomfortable that is when we think about this half-life of intimacy. Computers are getting closer and closer, more ubiquitous and ephemeral as 
ever. We can’t just keep making custom pipelines. We have to think about this systemically so that everyone has a custom computer. We have to…human computers. 



COMPUTERS NEED 
TO HUMAN, MORE & 

BETTER
EXTREMELY PERSONAL EXAMPLE TO FOLLOW

Now I’m going to tell you an example of a human-ing of a computer program, and while it’s about Facebook, when you think about this, also keep in mind the example 
that I gave of the good spatial computing morning, where computers are in my house and all around me and reacting to my rhythms, and the state I’m in. 



2010

In 2010 my ex Ian and I broke up. I don’t have screenshots but Facebook looked like this. 



So I think I didn’t unfriend him because it was a friendly breakup, but I did stop visiting his profile, which was common at the time. So what did Facebook do? Think that I 
needed to see MORE IAN because I wasn’t visiting him quite as much. So I’d go to facebook and surprise! There was my ex all over my timeline. 


Like, Jesus Christ facebook, throw me a bone. It sucked. I knew the day a developer had a heartbreaking breakup because that’s the day they added the ‘mute’ 
functionality. 


If facebook had continued to make stupid decisions like this, they would have died on the vine. However, they did not. 



2019

Fast forward almost a decade, and I just got divorced. Also a really friendly divorce. He read this and thumbs up this anecdote. So just recently I had to Facebook “hey 
we are no longer married” and instead of throwing his updates in my timeline, I see this. 



And this is lovely. This is really nice. This is Facebook being pretty human. This almost feels so human you forget it’s software, but I wanted to point this out specifically 
because this is just software, too. 



COMPUTERS NEED 
TO HUMAN, MORE & 

BETTER
(SO THAT WE CAN BE GALACTIC CITIZENS)

All software, from Siri to your spatial OS, needs this level of basic human knowledge and context so that we can interact with them in useful ways 


so we get that knowledge out of our heads and into the shared pool with shared context. 


Otherwise we just end up with frustrated or confused users, and computers seem as obtuse, annoying, and hard to use as they do to most of the world today. 



I think we have this artificial categorization now that only things that look human will need to act human, by which I mean kind, open to feedback and being able to react 
to it, be patient, and understanding of where we’re at and what we want. 


But the reality is we’re interacting with computers now as much or more than other humans. All of these things need to have context around what we’re doing. 



THE CLOSER WE GET 
TO COMPUTERS, THE 
MORE HUMAN THEY 

HAVE TO BE

With spatial computing, computers are increasingly intimate with us. This means they’re increasingly annoying too. Like how annoying Siri and Alexa are today. If we 
don’t get this right, the whole thing dies on the vine. And that is why I care.



TODAY ’ S  AGENDA

• What’s spatial computing 
• Why??? (Galactic citizenship) 
• Computers are great 
• Human-ing computers 
• How computers perceive the world  
• How humans communicate with computers 
• Useful event types for spatial computing

Okay. That is all the backstory and thesis around the entire next section. Now we can get to the nitty gritty of how we get computers to more human. 




HOW 
COMPUTERS 

PERCEIVE THE 
WORLD

There is a cool shift in computers today where they are fast enough to take in data about the world and react to it, and this is while a small and incremental change, it is 
huge. 


Now, the cool part is that computers are learning about the world through us, so they’ll express it the way we do. The downside is that they are little repetitive idiots that 
have to be taught everything from first principles. 



Here’s examples of people teaching computers about the world: streets, faces, bodies, objects, buildings…



And of course it’s not all visual; sometimes they’re doing voice, or inferences, then of course sometimes it just looks like math


But the point here is there’s a lot of different ways that computers are learning about the world. And frankly a ton of redundant work—there’s at least three face trackers 
alone on here. 


How do they get this data?



SPEC IAL I ZED  SENSORS

• Depth, RGB, B/W, IR, cameras, cameras, cameras 
• Lidar 
• Radio + cell 
• Microphones 
• Mechanical inputs (like buttons, or touch 

sensors, pressure plates) 
• Gyroscopes, accelerometers, magnetometer

Radio + cell of course is how we know where everybody’s phones are


All of these things are things that give the computer world data. 



MACH INE  LEARN ING :  ANALYZED  INPUT

• Object recognition 
• Image recognition 
• Gesture recognition 
• Voice recognition 
• Eye tracking 
• Recognition = semantic understanding

So this is partly where it gets interesting, when we’ve just fed computers a ton of data and told them what they should get from that data, and then helped them to learn 
that this is this and that is that. You have a RGB camera feed, extract out a mesh and try to identify objects from that mesh. More world understanding. 


Recognition is just semantic understanding that we can then tie to an event to have something cool happen. 



WE TELL  THEM D IRECTLY

• Personal information 
• Account IDs (Email) 
• Programming 
• Text input 
• Big ol’ datasets

Big ol’ datasets = like medical records, directories, etc


The main takeaway here is that computers are like little babies, or idiot savants, and while William Gibson said the future is here but unequally distributed, the same is a 
1000% truer of computers. You may be sitting next to someone who has a phone that looks the same as yours but yours has 10x the world data and understanding right 
now. 


And that’s the reality of where we’re at with computer knowledge of the world today. There is no shared pool of understanding. To hear more about why that may or may 
not be a good thing, come to the Ethics in AI panel tomorrow. 


But for now…trying to really do spatial computing would be similar to trying to make the internet before we had ubiquitous electricity.  We need more shared computer 
knowledge in order to really do this right. 



TODAY ’ S  AGENDA

• What’s spatial computing 
• Why??? (Galactic citizenship) 
• Computers are great 
• Human-ing computers 
• How computers perceive the world  
• How humans communicate with computers 
• Useful event types for spatial computing

Now let’s talk about how humans communicate with computers. 



HOW HUMANS 
COMMUNICATE 

WITH 
COMPUTERS



COMMON MODAL I T I ES

• VISUAL: poses, graphics, text, UI, 
screens, animations 

• AUDITORY: music, tones, sound effects, 
voice 

• PHYSICAL: hardware, buttons, haptics, 
real objects

There are three basic input/output mechanics, or modalities, that you use to communicate with most everything. 


Remember, no taste or smell because, well, why


There are also passive inputs…



PASS IVE  INPUTS

• Breath 
• Voice tone, pitch, frequency 
• Eye movement 
• Pupil dilation 
• Heart rate 
• Tracking unconscious limb movement

They aren’t exactly modalities because there are more just inputs, but they can really work alongside and improve the main input cycles by giving the computer even 
more context. 


Unconscious, ubiquitous, sensor-driven inputs don't really require affordances. In fact it’s better if you don’t remind people you’re tracking them, so you don’t affect the 
data. 




V I SUAL  
MODAL I T I ES

Let’s dive into the big three 


Visual modalities



V I SUAL  MODAL I T I ES :  PROS

• 250 to 300 WPM 
• Extremely customizable 
• Instantly recognizable & understandable 

(human side) 
• Very high fidelity compared to sound or 

haptics

By which I mean, I can have a lot of words on this slide and you can read it faster and get the precise meaning more easily, than I can tell you



V I SUAL  MODAL I T I ES :  CONS

✦ Easy to miss; location 
dependent 

✦ As input, usually 
requires robust physical 
counterpart; gestures/
poses very tiring 

✦ Requires pre-frontal 
cortex for processing & 
reacting to complicated 
information

✦ Occlusion and 
overlapping is the name 
of the game 

✦ Most likely to ‘interrupt’ 
if the user is in the flow 

✦ Very precise visual 
(eye) tracking is 
processor intensive

…and I can have a lot more words on this slide, and you can still read it faster than I can tell you.



V I SUAL  MODAL I T I ES :  BEST  USES

• Good for clear & obvious instructions 
• Good for explaining a lot fast 
• Great for tutorials and onboarding

You’ll notice when I used visuals in my spatial computing day, it was in these cases:



when I was definitely looking somewhere already, when I needed fast and precise confirmation



when I wasn’t super occupied with other tasks,



when I wanted to input a lot of data quickly. 



AUD IO  
MODAL I T I ES



AUD IO  MODAL I T I ES :  PROS

• 150 to 160 WPM 
• Omnidirectional  
• Easily diegetic to both give feedback & 

enhance worldfeel 
• Can be extremely subtle and still work 

well



AUD IO  MODAL I T I ES :  CONS

✦ Easy for users to opt 
out 

✦ No ability to control 
output fidelity 

✦ Time based. If user 
misses it, has to repeat 

✦ Can be physically 
offputting

✦ Extremely vague as 
actual input 

✦ Slower across the 
board 

✦ Not as customizable



AUD IO  MODAL I T I ES :  BEST  USES

• Good for visceral reactions 
• Great way to get users looking at a specific 

thing  
• Great when users are constrained visually & 

physically 
• Great for ambient confirmation

Mode switching = eg, the music changes when you’re attacking an enemy




I didn’t have a lot of customized sound in my examples other than the alarm beeping to confirm it was going to let me sleep longer. That’s because most of the time the 
audio feedback was basically diagetic—if the meditation was playing as I rolled out the mat, I knew the computer was working. 


Today voice assistants talk way too much, because they’re repeating the task back to you for confirmation instead of just saying “okay”. The better way to do this is have 
visual confirmation of the words, which you can read much more quickly, and a fast audio cue that the user can memorize as ‘confirmation’ over time. 


Eventually it becomes an audio shortcut, and humans have a whole lexicon of audio cues we understand. Beeps, dings, rings, you name it, we can identify what it does, 
what it’s coming from, and what it means. 



PHYS ICAL  
MODAL I T I ES



PHYS ICAL  MODAL I T I ES :  PROS

• Braille: 125 WPM 

• Can be very fast 

• Can be very precise 

• Basically bypass high 
level thought 
processes = flow 

• Lightweight feedback 
is unconsciously 
acknowledged

✦ Has strong animal 
brain "this is real" 
component 

✦



PHYS ICAL  MODAL I T I ES :  CONS

✦ Can be tiring 
✦ Physical hardware is 

harder to make, can 
be expensive, & 
breaks 

✦ Much higher 
cognitive load during 
teaching phase

✦ Less flexible than 
visual: buttons can't 
really be moved. 

✦ Modes require more 
memorization for real 
flow

Nothing is intuitive when it comes to physical inputs




PHYS ICAL  MODAL I T I ES :  BEST  USES

• Flow states 
• Situations where the user shouldn't, or 

can't, look at UI all the time 
• Situations where the user shouldn't look 

at their hands all the time 
• Where mastery is ideal or essential



I had some slight physical stuff at the beginning, like mapping these interfaces to a desk I could interact with via touch. If I wanted to move them around at a distance or 
manipulate them in complicated ways, a controller, mouse or keyboard would be best. But it’s early and I am not into full work mode yet. 



WHEN USE  
WHAT?

So a lot of this seems intuitive, but there is a way to systematize this an I have done so. I call it the modality loop. 



GETT ING  TO  A  
GOOD 

MODAL I TY  
LOOP



MODALITY LOOP GRAPH 
YOU CAN USE THIS!
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TYPICAL GAME FOR CONSOLE WITH CONTROLLER
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WHEN USERS  ARE  IN  THE  F LOW

PHYSICALAUDIO
AFFORDANCES 

DATA TRANSFERENCE

FEEDBACK 
CONFIRMATION

ACTION 
INPUT,  FLOW

GOOD

POOR
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GOOD

GOOD
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EXCELLENT
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V ISUAL



THINK ABOUT YOUR FEATURES IN THIS WAY,  
AND YOUR USER’S EXPERIENCES WILL VASTLY IMPROVE. PROMISE.

FE
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And keep in mind this loop will look different at different stages in the user’s life cycle and familiarity level with the experience, or disability level, or even on 
different devices. 



WHAT ’ S  THE  
PO INT?



USERS HAVE 
DIFFERENT NEEDS 

AT DIFFERENT 
TIMES. 



KEEP IN MIND  
WHAT WORKS BEST FOR 

YOUR USER  
AT DIFFERENT STAGES  

IN THEIR MASTERY 
LEVEL.

…because if you don’t, they will simply stop using these intimate but extremely annoying computer programs we keep making. And we don’t want that to happen, 
because then…we don’t get galactic citizenship. 



BECAUSE 
GALACTIC 

CITIZENSHIP



TODAY ’ S  AGENDA

• What’s spatial computing 
• Why??? (Galactic citizenship) 
• Computers are great 
• Human-ing computers 
• How computers perceive the world  
• How humans communicate with computers 
• Useful event types for spatial computing

Now let’s talk about how humans communicate with computers. 



USEFUL EVENT 
TYPES FOR 

SPATIAL 
COMPUTING



• S PAT IAL  PERM ISS IONS  
• SOC IAL  PERM ISS IONS  
• APPL ICAT ION  STATES  
• LOCAT ION  STATES  
• U I  T YPES

- Permissions is a big part of this. 

- We’ve been basically thinking of it in multiple, sometimes overlapping areas like this…



Spatial permissions

Public Controlled Intimate Private



Social permissions

Broadcast Spatial Proximity Specific



Input states

Active Semi-active Remote Minimized



Location states

Anchored 
to user

In transitionAnchored 
 to world

Anchored  
to object



UI Types

Display only Interactive Remote 
(Subset)

Containers



So all of this has to be considered in a spatial computing world…



And of course everything has to interact with each other, other platforms, other apps, other people, other people’s spaces. 


While this may seem far out, I want to bring it back home. 



Just for this little TINY TINY piece of UI here while I’m meditating, it needs to be anchored to worldspace, 

have permissions inside my home,

 I have to decide if others can see it or use it when they’re in my home

 or outside of my home, 

or if they can see it but NOT use it. 

Also, is the minimized version 

and there’s a larger version 

that pops up if I move it? 

If I anchor it to my wearable device instead of my floor?


All these questions need to be answered, all of this needs to be defined, just for this one little thing. 


Now, we don’t have to make the user do all of this. We can have smart defaults, clever ways of letting them place objects and pin them or change location. That’s our job. 
To make the software more human. 



• MULT I -DEV ICE  UT I L I ZAT ION   
• USER -CENTR I SM  
• RUN - T IME  ADAPTAT ION   
• MOB I L I TY  
• CONTEXT - SENS I T I V I TY,  AND   
• UB IQU I TOUS  COMPUT ING  

ENV IRONMENT  INDEPENDENCE
System Support for Rapid Ubiquitous Computing Application Development and Evaluation, DoCoMo Labs & UIUC, 2004

- 2004: System Support for Rapid Ubiquitous Computing Application Development and Evaluation

- Manuel Roman, Jalal Al-Muhtadi, Brian Ziebart, Roy Campbell, M. Dennis Mickunas

- Department of Computer Science, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign


A nice set of patterns they required for their system. Interestingly, they also created a user-facing customization tool so that users could pull together apps and have them 
work more seamlessly. I briefly mentioned this earlier: if you’re in XR you want your email to get out of the way of your notes app, or maybe you want to grab to cut-and-
paste from one app to another, or even do things like show one data stream in another app, like having your currently playing music show up in Tiltbrush. 


This all makes a lot of sense to humans. It doesn’t make sense to computers…yet. 




COMPUTERS NEED 
TO HUMAN, MORE & 

BETTER
OR THIS  WHOLE THING  

REALLY  ISN ’T  GOING TO WORK

Computers can only know what you tell them and we’re not used to telling them everything


We didn’t build them to listen to us on a personal level

Well now we gotta, or this won’t work



BUT IT’S DEFINITELY 
GOING TO WORK

I HAVE FAITH IN US

Those of us who work in spatial computing can already see so many things like this, and we’re working on make the tools to make good apps like this easy.  We’ll fix it. 
We’ll improve. We’ll help the entire tech stack improve and get computers up to human-class interactivity. 


We are not going to be stuck typing into little annoying haptic-less glass windows forever. That is not the future. The future will be awesome.



SEE YOU IN 
SPACE,  

FELLOW 
CITIZENS


